Severe destabilization of the model by G127V mutation was consistent with the protective effects of V127 polymorphism of 
by arbitrarily positioning hydrophobic residues to let them efficiently interact and stabilize the local structures (Fig 1A, right 99 panels). In the MD simulations, the model was sufficiently stable for analyses (Fig 1B, left) . Even in relatively disordered runs, cases where we compare the present model with the previous model [17] , to avoid confusion, we refer to the present and the 102 previous models as 'Type-1' and 'Type-2' models/β-arches, respectively, based on the numbers of hydrophobic residues mainly 103 interacting with residue 129 (i.e., only V121 in Type-1, while A120 and V122 in Type-2) (Suppl Fig S2A) .
104

MD simulation of the G127V mutant
105
First, we observed influences of G127V substitution that corresponds to a well-known protective polymorphism of human 106 PrP against CJD [31] on structural stability of the model. The G127V amyloid obviously appeared unstable and the 107 destabilization was so extensive that the chains were unraveled in the U-shaped β -arch (Fig 1C) as in the previous/Type-2 108 model [17] . Heat maps of β -sheet propensity values confirmed the structural instability (Fig 1D, G127V) . The average
propensity values were particularly lower at L125 compared with WT, confirming the unraveling (Fig 1D, red box) . The lower 110 β -sheet propensities at L125 was consistent with the significantly lower proximity scores for L125-L125 interactions than that of 111 WT (Fig 1E, red box were also significantly affected, e.g., V121-M129 (Fig 1E) . The heat map of local B-factors of the G127V amyloid (Fig 1D, local   115 B), which is a metric for local flexibility of backbone [32] , showed more bright spots in the region of the U-shaped 116 β -arch(120-133) than that of WT, further confirming the structural disorder. Interestingly, the hydrophobic interaction network 117 outside the U-shaped β -arch was similar to that of WT (Suppl Fig S2B, G127V) . The destabilization by G127V substitution was 118 consistent with its protective effects against CJD prions.
119
Then, we tested our initial assumption that M129 is more advantageous to maintain the hydrophobic core than V129 or 121 L129 by observing influences of M129V or M129L substitutions. The M129V amyloid seemed less stable than WT (Fig 2A) with 122 more frequent loss of β -sheet structures and dislocation of chain A or J from the stack (Suppl Fig S1, M129V) with bright spots than that of WT, particularly at G126 (Fig 2B, green inset) . Proximity scores of the hydrophobic interactions in 126 the hydrophobic core of the U-shaped β -arch provided more quantitative differences between WT and M129V. The most 127 notable finding was the significantly lower scores for L125-L125 interactions of M129V than those of WT (Fig 2C, blue box) .
128
Although not as much as G127V, the impaired interactions confirmed the structural instability of the M129V amyloid. comparable despite the short length of the side chain of V129 (Fig 2C) . Accordingly, the distances between Cα of V121 and 134 V129 tended to be shorter than V121-M129 of WT (Fig 2E, M129V) . The M129L amyloid also appeared more unstable than the WT, with chain A more frequently dislocating from the stack (Fig   142   2D ). The heat maps of β -sheet propensities and local B-factors exhibited similar changes as those of M129V but of milder 143 degrees (Fig 2B, M129L) . In proximity score analysis, significantly lower L125-L125 interactions than that of WT also 144 corroborated the instability (Fig 2C, blue box) . The most remarkable finding was the drastically low scores for V121-L129 145 interactions (Fig 2C, red box) . The wider distances between Cα of V121 and L129 was consistent with loss of the bond 146 between them (Fig 2E, M129L ), which could be attributed to the shorter side chain of L129 than M129. In addition, the 147 significantly lower scores for L129-L129 interactions suggested attenuated inter-layer interactions of β -sheet(128-133) (Fig 2C) .
148
The lack of Cβ-branching of L129 may be responsible for the different effects from those of V129, because it allows the back 149 bone more freedom of conformation. without any dislocation of chain A from the stack in ten independent runs of simulation (Fig 3A) .
β -sheet propensities and local 157 B-factors were also comparable to those of WT (Fig 3B) . Indeed, the average proximity score for L125-L125 interactions was 158 higher than that of WT (Fig 3C) , whereas the scores for V121-M129 interactions were significantly lower (Fig 3C, red box) . This 159 could be due to the wider distances between the Cα of V121 and M129 (Fig 3D) . The widening may be secondary to the were not Type-1 before truncation (Fig 4D, WT) . In contrast, C-truncated M129V also formed A118-A133 but the proximity 173 score was ~5-fold lower (Fig 4E, blue box) , and the network in the N-terminal region was quite similar with that of the full-length 174 WT (Fig 4D, M129V) . Interactions in the hydrophobic cores of the U-shaped β -arches were also rather different (Fig 4E, bold 175 letters); WT showed nearly even scores for the three interactions albeit slightly higher V121-L125, whereas M129V had 176 outstanding V121-V129 interactions ~5-fold higher than others. As anticipated, the differences in the scores of L125-L125 177 interactions between the truncated molecules were also accentuated by the truncation (Fig 4E, red box) . comparably unstable (Fig 4F and G) , suggesting the C-terminal truncation of the N-truncated amyloid did not further destabilize.
183
Heat maps confirmed their similar stabilities, despite the differences in their sizes (Fig 4H) . Interaction network diagrams of the 184 N-truncated amyloid was reminiscent of that of the full-length amyloid due to intense A118-P137 and very weak A118-A133 185 interactions and the similar pattern in the hydrophobic core (Fig 4I) . On the other hand, CN-truncated amyloid resumed intense 186 A118-A133 like the C-truncated, but interactions in the hydrophobic core were predominated by outstandingly intense 187 V121-L125 interactions (Fig 4J, red box) . Thus, each truncated model showed its unique pattern of interaction network to 188 maintain stability, as indicated by proximity scores of L125-L125 interactions (Fig 4J) .
189
Stability of the amyloids of truncated peptides in the previous/Type-2 conformation
190
The results of the truncated models prompted us to MD simulation of the C-or/and N-terminal truncated amyloids of the 191 previous model [17] . As stated earlier, we refer to the previous model as ' We used Type-2 model with V129 for the truncation and MD simulation, because the M129V mutant was more stable than
193
WT. In contrast to the Type-1 model, C-terminal truncation substantially destabilized the amyloid structures (Fig 5A) , and N-and 194 CN-truncations additively further destabilized (Fig 5B and C) . Heat maps confirmed the gradual decrements in
propensities in the β -arch region (Fig 5D, red box) . A remarkable finding was in their interaction diagrams: they showed very 196 similar patterns of interaction networks irrespective of truncation types (Fig 5E) , albeit modest alterations in intensities of some 197 bonds (Fig 5F) . That was reminiscent of the C-truncated V129 Type-1 model (Fig 4D, M129V) . The significant decrements in 198 the L125-L125 interactions confirmed the aggravation of instability by the truncations (Fig 5F, red box) .
199
Stability of the further-truncated Type-1 and Type-2 amyloids 200 We further truncated the amyloids, i.e., encompassing G119 to G131, so that the A117-A133 interactions are eliminated 201 (Fig 5G) . Interestingly, the truncated M129 Type-1 still maintained certain stability, suggesting that the A117-A133 interactions 202 were not essential for the stability. In the β -arch, V121-M129 interactions were modest and V121-L125 seemed to take the 203 major role in reinforcing the conformation (Fig 5H) , while the truncated V129 Type-2 model, in which V122-V129 interactions 204 were the most intense (Suppl Fig S4B) . almost the same moderate proximity scores at ~200 (Fig 4J) . Possibly, the structural flexibility of M129 Type-1 futilely preserved the old interaction network, like V121-V129 interactions of the C-truncated V129 Type-1 (Fig 4E) . The 238 accentuated instability of the C-truncated M129V amyloid suggests that the influences of V129 are greater in the earlier phase 239 before completion of the local conversion (Fig 4C; Fig 6) .
240
Unlike M129 Type-1, the V129 Type-2 β -arch was sensitive to the truncations. The interaction network patterns were 241 characteristically almost the same among full-length and truncated molecules (Fig 5E) The reasons we focused on this region and decided the N-and C-terminal ends and how we designed the amyloid model were 307 previously described elsewhere [17] , except that the β -sheet restraints were set for the residues N108-M109, A115-A116, 308 A120-V122, Y128-L130, P137-F141.
309
MD simulations
310
The protocol for the 10-ns MD simulation was the same as reported elsewhere [17] , except that the restraints were slowly 311 removed first in the directions along the X-Y plane, and then in the Z direction (stacking direction). A schematic illustration of the PrP C -PrP Sc conversion reactions focusing on the U-shaped β-arch region: the conversion of V129-PrP by a PrP Sc with V129 Type-2 β-arch (left half) and the conversion of M129-PrP by a PrP Sc with M129 Type-1 β-arch (right half). The conversion reaction is assumed to begin with PrP C -PrP Sc binding, where the template PrP Sc presumably breaks the native anti-parallel β-sheets of PrP C , β1 (encompassing 128-131; blue or red arrow) and β2 (encompassing 161-164; green arrow), and incorporates each of them into the corresponding region of the template PrP Sc . Subsequently, Ushaped β-arch formation by β1 follows, but this process may be relatively inefficient in the M129 Type-1 β-arch formation due to its back-bone flexibility and the long side chain. Meanwhile, another refolding process may initiate at the β-sheet incorporating the β2 (green stack). Note that β-sheet(120-122) has the 'more-hydrophobic' side with two hydrophobic side chains of A120 and V122 and the less-hydrophobic side. As the two types of β-arches have the β-sheet(120-122) in a relation of opposition in terms of the direction of the more-hydrophobic side, they would not be easily interchangeable. Binding to PrP Sc
